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The investigation of the confinement properties of a tokamak plasma, and ils 
dependence on external as well as intrinsic parameters has been a topic since the very 
beginning of fusion research and most of the observed effects could be explained by theory. 
A crucial but still unsolved problem are radial ion and electron energy transport. The 
energy confinemenl time has been found to depend on parameters as plasma size, -current. 
-density etc. and all dependencies are interlinked in a complicated way. 

The topic of lhis paper deals with the dependence of the total energy confinement 
on lhe ion mass. A comparison of many discharges in hydrogen (H2) and deuterium (D2) 
wilh ohmic (OH) or additional neutral beam heating (NI) reveal s a remarkable 
improvement of energy confinement in lhe case of deuterium; this effect has been observed 
on many different machines so far. 

Ohmic heati ng. 

The confinement of ASDEX OH - Plasmas and its dependence on local as well as 
global parameters has been studied extensively / 1/ for hydrogen discharges. and various 
scaling laws have been given. The general behavior since then has not changed allhough the 
divertor chamber has been rebuill completely to enable long pulse additional heating and 
lhe recycling properties have changed significantly. In fig.1 the energy confinement time 
1E is plolled versus line averaged density and shows the familiar linear rise for small 
densities and saturation at about 50 ms as stated before; evidently there is also a 
tfependence on the safety factor qa . indicating the influence of Te and ne profile shapes on 
energy transpor1, which will have to be studied in a separate work. 

Wilh deuterium as working gas lhe silualion does not change in principle; lhe 
profiles remain unallered, but the central temperature becomes higher with the same 
input power applied - thus increasing the global energy confinement time. This is 
demonstrated in fig . 2. wl1ich shows a series of 10 discharges in which the machine was 
switched from hydrogen to deuterium (H2 gas puffi '1g up to shot 22473, D2 thereafter). 
During the discharge the line averaged densily has been stepped up, thus increasing the 
ratio x ~ D2tH2 also slep by step. due lo the decreasing admixture of hydrogen recycling 
from the walls during the discharge. So, wilh increasing shotnumber lhe hydrogen wi ll 
eventually disappear from lhe vacuum vessel and the ratio x will approach one when lhe 
transition to deuterium is completed. 

The loop vollage U1 rises during the discharge when the density s ramped up , but 
on average it drops from shot lo shol during the H -> D transition as a consequence of 
higher electron temperature and electrica l conductivity respectively (fig. 3); wilh IP 
being kepi constant at 0,32 MA the ohmic healing power drops for that rea£.~n during the 
transition; the tolal energy content, represenled by llp (diamagnetic loor) increases, 
however. and ii can be concluded Iha! the energy confinmenl in a deuterium plasma is 
befler than in a hydrogen plasma (fig.3 and 4). II has to be noled. that lhis improved 
confinement does obviously exisl already at low densities in the linear range where the 
confinement is exclusively dominated by electron transport . In the saturation region 
deuterium plasmas exhibit the same qualitative levelling off behavior as in the H2-case. 
but lhe saturat ion level is much higher than in the H2 case. (s. fig. 2) 
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The transi tion from ohmic to neutral beam heating 

Additional heating affecls plasma confinement dramatically. This was observed 
for hydrogen and deuteriu.m as well and documented on ASDEX /2/ as well as many oilier 
machines . The beneficial effect of improved confinement for deuterium, however. 1s 
conserved. This is demonstrated for a series of discharges with neutral beam heating;. 
Four scanarios are compared: H+, and o +as target plasmas and injection of a H0 or o 0 

neutral beams . Fig. 5 a,b show a comparison or the confinemenl developmenl for Ho 
injection into H+ and o+ target plasmas for various heating powers. 'E exhibits the 
familiar deterioration with increasing power and saturation with high density, but there 
is a clear beneficial effect with deuterium as working gas. 

In a comparison of al l four heating cases, mentioned above, with discl1arges of 
comparable line averaged densities, the electron temperature profiles do not differ 
relatively in sl1ape, which is revealed in fig. 6, where the radial profiles for all four cases 
are shown absolutely and normalized at half radius; the only decisive difference is within 
the confinement zone, which is governed by internal mode activity, sawtoothing. etc. The 
edge density is higher, however, for deuterium discharges . . 

The general observation is the decrease of 'F. with increasing total heating power 
as shown in lig. 5c. The average confinement is best in the case wilh deuterium injeclion 
into a D, target plasma and becomes worse , the more hydrogen is involved. The two cases 
HO -> o+ and 0° -> H+ seem to have similar characteristics as far as confinement is 
concerned. The differences of confinement under OH conditions remain with beam heating. 

In the high confinement regime (H-regime} during addilional heating above the 
threshold power, the energy confinement time rises again and 'F. values corresponding to 
those during ohmic heating alone are recovered on ASDEX. This behavior is observable for 
hydrogen and deuterium as well. In fig. 5c a few examples are shown, represeni ing 
additional heated plasmas after its transition to the H regime for three cases : H0 -> H+ , H0 

-> o+ and o0 ->D+ injection. An extensive study of the parameter dependence of TE in 
steady state H-regime discharges, however, is a slill matter of forthcoming experimental 
work. 

S umm ar y . 

The global energy confinement is dependent on the mass of the plasma ions. This 
effect has been investigated on ASDEX by comparison of many different discharge types 
using hydrogen and deuterium as working gas. All of the relevant physical quantities that 
describe the quality of a plasma in terms of good confinement. as electron- and ion 
temperature, density, particle and energy confinement times, heat conduclivities elc. do 
change dramatically, when the discharge conditions are altered. Interlinking dependencies, 
as the well krown ohmically constraint obstruct the interpretation of measured dala . and 
unique statements can not always be derived . The emperically found isolope effect , 
however, seems to be an invarianl effect of very fund amental importance. As lhe gyro 
radius increases witl1 the ion mass, the lransport across the magnetic field is exspected 
to inhance in the case of deuterium; this can certainly not explain the observed isotope 
effect. In parti: ular the isotope dependence of TE is also present in regimes dominated by 
electron transport. Other, probably more subtle explanations have to be found. 

References : /1/ 0. Kluber, H.Murmann IPP report 111/72 -198 
121 A.Stabler, F.Wagner 4th lnt. Sympos. of Heating, Rome 1984 

The transition from ohmic to neutral beam treating
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Summary.
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radius: increases with the ion mass. the transport across; the magnetic lield if msper‘Stwt
tn inhance in the case ol deuterium: this; ran certainly not explain the Omen/ml iSOIC
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, :tron transport. Other. probably more subtle explanations have In be found.
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(a) hydrogen injection into a hydrogen target plasma ; m = OH ; a =2 sources 
(b) Hyrdogen injection into a duelerium target plasma; • = 1 source ; o =4 sources 
(c) tE versus the total healing power (OH and NI) ; symbols as in fig. 6; 
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